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COSMIC AWARENESS is the Force that expressed Itself through Jesus of Nazareth, the Buddha, Krishna, Mohammed, Edgar Cayce an d
other great avatars who served as 'Channels ' for the 'Heavenly Father ' and who sbeaks again today as the world begins to enter the New Ag e
of spiritual consciousness and awareness . Since 1963 Cosmic Awareness has been communicating through carefully-trained channels . The infor-
formation contained herein was received from deep super-conscious trance states and 'interpreted' by an entity affiliated with C .A .C . This
information is for those who desire to help in bringing in the New Age . Throughout the many thousands of 'Readings ' given through these
channels, Cosmic Awareness tells us not to believe anything, but to question, explore, doubt, and discover for yourself, through your ow n
channel, what is the truth . Cosmic Awareness will only indicate and suggest . Members of G .A .C . are invited to send in your questions o f
general interest to ask Awareness for possible publication in this newsletter . Neither C .A .C . nor the Interpreter Paul Shockley are responsibl e
for anything Cosmic Awareness may state in any of these readings, nor does C .A .C . or Paul Shockley necessarily believe or agree with th e
statements of Cosmic Awareness . Paul interprets the energies as he sees them in trance levels and is not personally responsible for what is said .

. . . .An Address by Cosmic Awareness
to those who would bring in the New Ag e

S T O R M S
IN THE S E A
of CONSCIOUSNES S
(A Cosmic View of Things to Come )

( Opening Message of C .A .C . General )
Reading, October 5, 1979

Paul Shockle y
Trance--Interprete r

This Awareness indicates there is seen that which is an ocean shore . This Awareness indicates that there are
waves following one upon the other, moving toward the shore, crashing upon the sand, leaving a wake of white
water churning, then followed by smooth clear waters .

This Awareness indicates this then is followed by another wave, again crashing, leaving white churning water s
followed by smooth, clear waters . This Awareness indicates this continues incessantly, continuously, day afte r
day, month after month, year after year, generation after generation, century after century, age after age .

This Awareness indicates there is that in your society which is seeking to maintain poise and harmony, seekin g
to be clear, seeking to he smooth flowing and harmonious, but which is met by that oncoming wave of a trespassin g
force which crashes in on the status quo, creating white churning troubles and frustrations, conflicts and turmoil s
for the society---this creating much disturbance and many problems which the society must solve, must resolve ,
must bring into balance, must integrate and bring into a harmonious smooth flowing society . This Awareness
indicates this smooth flowing society will then become vulnerable for a new wave of energy crashing in an d
upsetting the status quo .

This Awareness suggests that in recent times, this conflict centers around that which is energy, nuclear power ,
gasoline shortages, the various turmoils and conflicts between nations, between individuals in terms of huma n
rights, national rights and the relationships between the haves and the have-nots, whether these are individual s
or nations. This Awareness indicates that there are also those conflicts between authorities and the non-authorities .
This Awareness suggests the problems of today are different from the problems of one decade ago . This Awareness
indicates presently, the difficulties center around energy shortages, monetary problems ; the problems of on e
decade ago centered around war protests and the use of drugs and political misuses of power .

This Awareness indicates that the problems a decade before in that wave of turmoil centered around th e
construction of society and the need of individuals to compete with one another in order to find their plac e
in a society wnich was becoming more and more exclusive and demanding and which was creating a kind o f
crystallized form that did not allow individuality to be expressed .

The wave before that of the beginnings of that `war to end all wars' ; the wave before that as the crash of th e
stock market and the beginning of the depression---the so-called `Great Depression' ; the wave before that as th e
decade containing that which was the bubble which would end in said depression ; the wave prior to that as that
which was to include World War I and the beginnings of great economic changes in various countries .
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This Awareness indi<;. that each of these decades has seen turmoil, change, conflict--followed by brief moment s
of harmony wherein the ener gies sought to reestablish a sense of peace . This Awareness indicates this likewise may b e
seen in terms of centuries looking back through history .

This Awareness indicates that there was a time in that ancient establishment society known as Egypt wherein ther e
was great conflict and turmoil from radicals . This Awareness indicates these radicals being such that as they expresse d
themselves, they became integrated in the establishment, promoting the control and harmony and peace --this the n

being attacked by a new wave of radicalism .
This Awareness indicates that the Hebrews at one time, those followin g

Moses, were considered as radicals, as having no proper rights upon this Earth .
This Awareness indicates that likewise those who followed the entity Jesu s
were considered rabble-rousers, radicals and likewise being but troublemaker s
for the establishment. This Awareness indicates that likewise entities such a s
Socrates, Aristotle, Constantine, these entities as also having been seen a s
troublemakers for those in power .

This Awareness indicates that the founding fathers of this nation as havin g
been radicals, troublemakers, threats to the establishment and needing discip-
line or in the minds of some, needing to be eliminated from the face of th e
Earth . This Awareness indicates that the situation is always the same--tha t
which is new, that which enters to change the old is that which is the invadin g
force and is seen as being alien to the establishment, and that which is th e
establishment is seen as that which hinders progress, which stagnates and hold s
back that which needs to come forth .

This Awareness indicates those promotin g change see themselves as liber-
tarians seeking liberty for all ; those who hold to the old establishment, holdin g
to the status quo, see themselves as protectors of liberty against the threats of
those who would interfere and overthrow the rights of others . This Awarenes s
indicates each secs the other as the threat to freedom and liberty, yet neithe r

secs themselves as being such .

This Awareness indicates that wave after wave, the tide ebbs and flows, and the churning continues . This Aware-
ness indicates that wherein there are great storms in this sea of consciousness, these tides gain momentum and th e

'ayes become much greater and the turmoil intensifies . This Awareness indicates that when the storm passes an d
,--peace comes, the waves move one after the other in gentle lappings without such great intensities, and those of the

establishment can look in heneficient approaches toward those waves which bring forth new sensations . This Aware-
ness suggests that an establishment can welcome that new wave of energy from the younger generations, and th e
younger generation bringing forth its energy can deposit its best and its most clear message upon the doorsteps o f
the establishment in a kind of mutual rapport, a mutual respect, a mutual relationship that allows each to have it s
own being, that allows the old establishment to be what it is but gives that establishment the tools, the wisdom o f
youth, the understanding of youth to allow that establishment to adjust and change according to the needs of th e
time; while accepting from that old establishment , the youth accepts that which has value, which remains strong,
which continues to bear forth its fruits, rewards and its energies upon the cvcrgrowing tree of life .
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This Awareness indicates that it has been indicated by many that the ne w
must be built upon the destruction of the old. This Awareness indicates thi s
is not so. This Awareness indicates that the new may be built upon the revision ,
the transmutation of the old ; in this way the old may be preserved and mad e
anew .

This Awareness indicates that there is much value in the old which may b e
salvaged, that there is much which must be discarded and thrown away . Thi s
Awareness indicates that there is much value in the new which should be kep t
and integrated into the society and there is much in the new which should b e
discarded and thrown away .

This Awareness indicates whether old or new there is always that which i s
the valuable and that which is the pollutant--the garbage flows in or the garbag e
flows out---this is a matter of discernment as to whether it is garbage in or garb -
age out, and the prizes flow in and the prizes flow out . Those who can recog-
nize value will be able to separate the prize from the garbage and keep tha t
which is of value and discard that which is garbage .

This Awareness asks that entities not take garbage into their consciousnes s
but to select and choose that which is the highest and best . This Awareness
suggests also that entities not sell garbage to their neighbors but to select tha t

which is of value to give, to sell, to distribute to each other . This Awareness suggests that garbage be buried and for -
gotten .

This Awareness asks that entities not take garbage into their consciousness but to select and choose that whic h
is the highest and best . This Awareness suggests also that entities not sell garbage to their neighbors but to selec t
that which is of value to give, to sell, to distribute to each other . This Awareness suggests that garbage be burie d
and forgotten .

This Awareness indicates the tides flow, the subjects change, but the energies ever and always remain in th e
same. motions either intensified or diminished, depending on the polarizations of the storms created by the values ,
by communications, and by respect or love for one another which is the basis for harmony .

This Awareness suggests that wherein entities deal with one another in harmony, with respect, the Earth an d
its environment becomes a better place for entities to live ; that wherein entities create turmoil among each other ,
trying to offend or take advantage of the other in order to gain for oneself in a manner that is unfair and lack s
harmonious exchange, this creates and adds to the imbalance of the world and creates greater psychic storms i n
the atmosphere which in turn causes greater waves of revolution, frustrations, hostilities, so that even if on e
succeeds in capturing and becoming the status quo, such an entity's conquest will only be momentary, befor e
it also is overthrown by the next wave of radical intensities .

This Awareness suggests that entities in understanding the ebb and tides, the energies in motions : entities in
understanding these and how the values, significances, concepts of separateness or harmony, polarity or unity ,
how these can make or resolve and reconcile storms---entities in understanding this totality of the nature o f
consciousness, of cause and effect, of the principles of relationship---entities in understanding this can become
peacemakers, and conflicts and competition can be replaced by cooperation, and destruction replaced b y
constructive growth and development for the benefit of all .

(Closing Message, C .A .C . General Reading )
August 8, 197 9

This Awareness indicates that being in this particular node of time and space, this particular time and upo n
this planet, is a very unique and extraordinary experience . This Awareness wishes entities to recognize and reflec t
and recall the here and now, for you are at the juncture between that which was an Earthship controlled b y
alien forces, and that which is an Earthship now being freed from its heavy and dark karma by those Forces o f
Light .

This Awareness indicates the Earthship as that which is in the present process of conversion and salvation ,
this occurring at this time, even though you may experience much of the apparent agonies and uncertainties ,
the weeping and wailing, and gnashing of teeth which can occur as the conversion takes place upon this Earth ,
and the recognition of the Light, the Way, the Truth is presented for the masses to experience .

REVELATIONS OF AWARENESS is cosmic newsletter published every two weeks by Cosmic Awareness Communications ,
P .O . Box 115, Olympia, Washington 98507 .(A non-profit organization) . Rates and membership information is available upo n
request . For samples of these communications, send $3 .00 for 80 page book, `Cosmic Awareness Speaks' to above address .
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